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	Blood Cells has been written with both the practising haematologist and the trainee in mind. It aims to provide a guide for use in the diagnostic haematology laboratory, covering methods of collection of blood specimens, blood film preparation and staining, the principles of manual and automated blood counts and the assessment of the morphological features of blood cells. The practising haematologist should find this book sufficiently comprehensive to be a reference source while, at the same time, the trainee haematologist and biomedical scientist should find it a straightforward and practical bench manual.


	Enables both the haematologist and laboratory scientist to identify blood cell features, from the most common to the more obscure

	
		Provides essential information on methods of collection, blood film preparation and staining, together with the principles of manual and automated blood counts
	
		Completely revised and updated, incorporating much newly published information: now includes advice on further tests when a specific diagnosis is suspected
	
		Four hundred high quality photographs to aid with blood cell identification
	
		Highlights the purpose and clinical relevance of haematology laboratory tests throughout
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New Horizons of Parallel and Distributed Computing (Kluwer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2005
Parallel and distributed computing is one of the foremost technologies for shaping
future research and development activities in academia and industry. Hyperthreading in Intel processors, hypertransport links in next generation AMD processors, multicore silicon in today’s high-end microprocessors, and emerging cluster and grid...
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Distributed Multimedia Database Technologies Supported by MPEG-7 and MPEG-21CRC Press, 2003
A multimedia system needs a mechanism to communicate with its environment, the Internet, clients, and applications. MPEG-7 provides a standard metadata format for global communication, but lacks the framework to let the various players in a system interact. MPEG-21 closes this gap by establishing an infrastructure for a distributed multimedia...
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Introduction to Survey QualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The principles and concepts of survey measurement quality
Issues of survey quality have become increasingly more prominent in recent years. As more and more professionals who are not necessarily trained as survey researchers take on tasks associated with surveys, the need arises for a grounded, basic introduction to current survey methods and...
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Mastering BeagleBone RoboticsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master the power of the BeagleBone Black to maximize your robot-building skills and create awesome projects


	About This Book

	
		Create complex robots to explore land, sea, and the skies
	
		Control your robots through a wireless interface, or make them autonomous and self-directed
	...
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McGraw-Hill Concise Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, Fifth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Thoroughly revised and updated, this new edition is based on the content of the world-renowned McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, Ninth Edition, the most widely used science reference of its kind. Readers will find concise, authoritative, and up-to-date articles on every major field of science and technology -- by...
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Linux System Programming: Talking Directly to the Kernel and C LibraryO'Reilly, 2007
This book is about writing software that makes the most effective use of the system you're running on -- code that interfaces directly with the kernel and core system libraries, including the shell, text editor, compiler, debugger, core utilities, and system daemons. The majority of both Unix and Linux code is still written at the system level, and...
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